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software programmed in C SharpHonolulu, Hawaii Set on Waikiki Beach, the Hawaii Temple is a beautiful, stunning temple.
It is known as the most intricate and expensive structure in the world. The temple is built of a coral stone called onaholepoha,
which is quarried on the island of Oahu. This coral stone, much like the Diamond Head, is red to white in color. The design of
this temple is unique. There are two towers, each tower being the equivalent of a step that reaches the heavens. The bottom
tower is 57 ft. tall and the top is 75 ft. tall. There is a 6 ft. wide pathway around the base of the two towers. The top of the
temple is designed to have a beautiful pattern consisting of wonderful shapes of leaves and leaves and flowers. All the plants
have made this temple a wonder to behold. Photo credit: Heidi, MokiReid.com Overview The Hawaii Temple is the most
amazing temple to be found in the United States and is a favorite of tourists who are visiting the area of Waikiki. The temple is
the centerpiece of the World’s Fair site and is the largest structure built of coral stone in the world. Today the temple is under
the stewardship of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and its temples are protected under the National Register of
Historic Places. The architecture of the temple reflects the influence of the Art Deco and Modernist architectural styles.
Joseph L. A. Lee, a world-renowned architect, designed the temple and modeled its design on the 10th floor of the Chrysler
Building in New York City. The plan of the temple was modeled on the lotus leaf pattern that was first discovered in the
ancient port city of Muziris, India. This lotus leaf pattern was also the design of the Sydney Opera House in Australia. This is
the first time the lotus leaf pattern has been utilized on a building in the United States. The stonework of the temple includes
blocks of coral that were pieced together like a puzzle to make the design of the temple. Like most temples that are made of
coral stone, the temple has softness to it. The softness of the temple gives it a warm feeling during the cool months and
protects it from heavy snow fall. The Hawaii Temple is built on a
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